
Building consensus: thresholds for delivery in
TRUFFLE-2 randomized intervention study

Fetal cerebral Doppler changes are associated with adverse
neonatal outcome in fetal growth restriction (FGR)1,2.
However, it remains unclear as to which Doppler
thresholds should trigger delivery. As preparation for
a randomized intervention trial in late-onset FGR, we
describe how we identified Doppler thresholds for cerebral
blood flow redistribution (the ratio of umbilical and fetal
middle cerebral (MCA) artery PI) at which European
experts in FGR were willing to randomize women to
immediate delivery or expectant management.

We have identified no publications specifically outlining
the most robust methods for reaching consensus regarding
randomization thresholds for randomized controlled trials
(RCT). Various methods exist3, including but not limited
to the Delphi technique4, the nominal group technique
(NGT)5 and the consensus development conference6. In
many instances, the technique is adapted to fit the needs
or composition of the group7. The Delphi technique,
originally developed in the 1950s, is a structured approach
to reaching consensus within a group of experts, involving
multiple rounds of questionnaires8. It can take many
months to complete the process, which relies solely on
opinion without cross-referencing evidence. The NGT is a
structured meeting in which individuals independently list
down their ideas and share these within a group, followed
by in-depth discussion and finally a private vote3.

None of these methodologies was suitable for reaching
consensus amongst our group as we presented preliminary
data from the Trial of Umbilical and Fetal Flow in Europe
(TRUFFLE)-2 feasibility study9 and, hence, suggestions
were based on preliminary evidence rather than opinion,
and neither technique was practical given the large number
of TRUFFLE investigators. Our process of reaching
consensus was divided into three stages, as detailed below.

Initial discussion of thresholds

Specific MCA and umbilical artery Doppler PI ranges
were first discussed at a study meeting in September 2018
in Turin, Italy, at which 47 investigators were present.
It became apparent that participants would be willing to
randomize (and potentially deliver) women at an earlier
gestational age only for more extreme Doppler values,
hence gestational-age-related graduated thresholds were
required.

Analysis of feasibility study

The data from a prospective feasibility study were
presented at the Turin meeting9. A variety of thresholds

derived from previous discussions were considered. For
each, we compared the incidence of composite adverse
outcome between those women who had an abnormal
Doppler at least once and those who never had an
abnormal Doppler. The Doppler parameter threshold
that showed the highest relative risk (RR) for composite
adverse outcome was suggested as the most appropriate
candidate to be used in a future randomized study.

Consensus meeting

We carried out an exercise with participants from a group
of 52 European investigators at a face-to-face meeting in
March 2019 in Leuven, Belgium. After presentation of the
analysis of the TRUFFLE-2 feasibility data, we used an
iterative structured survey followed by voting to determine
which umbilical artery and MCA Doppler PI thresholds
were acceptable for use in a prospective intervention
study. The participants voted on whether they were
willing to randomize women at different Doppler PI values
for different gestational-age epochs between 32 + 0 and
36 + 6 weeks.

Voting took place using a proprietary web-based
application accessible to all attendees on smart devices
(https://www.mentimeter.com/). Using a unique survey
code, participants were able to view each question as
it was projected on the screen, and anonymously and
independently cast their vote. Doppler scenarios were
presented as combinations of umbilical artery PI and
MCA-PI. The corresponding derived ratio of umbilical
artery PI to MCA-PI (i.e. the umbilicocerebral ratio
(UCR)) was not displayed, thereby encouraging decisions
to be based on Doppler parameters that were familiar to
the investigators.

Fifty-two participants voted on each of the scenarios.
For each question, voting was left open until more than
85% of participants had cast their vote (45 votes or
more). The proportion of participants who voted on
each scenario ranged from 88% (46/52) to 96% (50/52).
Eleven scenarios with varying Doppler thresholds were
presented for gestational ages ranging from 32 + 0 to
36 + 6 weeks. For all but one scenario, there was over
70% agreement on the willingness to randomize women
(Figure 1).

The response to Question 2 demonstrates that experts
were not willing to use a single UCR threshold for
all gestational ages (Figure 2). The small majority of
participants voted ‘no’ in Question 2, with a UCR of above
0.9, ruling out the use of 0.8 as an absolute threshold
for delivery at all gestational ages. An adjustment of
UCR was required at 34 weeks to ensure there was
consensus regarding willingness to randomize patients
to either immediate or delayed delivery. For all scenarios
from 34 weeks of gestation onwards, there was consensus
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(Q11) 36 weeks: UA-PI, 0.9; MCA-PI, 1.4

(Q10) 36 weeks: UA-PI, 1.0; MCA-PI, 1.45

(Q9) 36 weeks: UA-PI, 1.2; MCA-PI, 0.8

(Q8) 35 weeks: UA-PI, 1.1; MCA-PI, 1.5

(Q7) 35 weeks: UA-PI, 1.3; MCA-PI, 1.3

(Q6) 34 weeks: UA-PI, 1.4; MCA-PI, 1.2

(Q5) 34 weeks: UA-PI, 0.77; MCA-PI, 1.76

(Q4) 33 weeks: UA-PI, 1.4; MCA-PI, 1.3

(Q3) 33  weeks: UA-PI, 0.9; MCA-PI, 1.4

(Q2) 32 weeks: UA-PI, 1.5; MCA-PI, 1.6

(Q1) 32 weeks: UA-PI, 1.8; MCA-PI, 1.2

Proportion of ‘yes’ or ‘no’ votes (%)

Figure 1 Results of vote on randomization thresholds of umbilical artery (UA) and fetal middle cerebral artery (MCA) pulsatility indices (PI)
for willingness to randomize to immediate delivery in pregnancies with late-onset fetal growth restriction, according to gestational age, in
TRUFFLE-2 consensus meeting in Leuven, Belgium in March 2019. , ‘yes’ (willing to randomize); , ‘no’ (not willing to randomize).
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Figure 2 Results of vote on randomization thresholds of umbilical
artery and fetal middle cerebral artery pulsatility indices, expressed
as umbilicocerebral ratio, for willingness to randomize to
immediate delivery in pregnancies with late-onset fetal growth
restriction, according to gestational age. , majority (≥ 70%) voted
‘yes’ (willing to randomize); , majority voted ‘no’ (not willing to
randomize); , ‘divided’ vote (no majority agreement reached).

regarding the willingness to randomize patients with
Doppler results corresponding to an UCR above 0.8.
For scenarios below 34 weeks, there was willingness to
randomize women only for a more extreme UCR of
above 1.0.

We have shown how knowledge from an observational
study can be used to inform a consensus process for
determining thresholds for randomization in a RCT. The
TRUFFLE-2 investigators demonstrated a spontaneous
method of reaching consensus, which included aspects of

the NGT and consensus development conference, in which
participants were given suggestions from analysis of the
feasibility study, an in-depth discussion was facilitated
and an anonymous vote was held. We believe this to
have been a practical and robust method for defining
randomization thresholds. The strengths of this method
are the multimodal approach to reaching consensus and
derivation of Doppler thresholds based on evidence, not
solely on expert opinion. Furthermore, by making these
deliberations public, we aim to disseminate the results of
this consensus-building process.

A potential weakness is that the consensus method
was developed prospectively and, hence, was not defined
clearly in advance3. Although not specified a priori,
70% agreement has generally been defined as achieving
consensus in published literature4,10,11. Furthermore, the
process was carried out by European experts in FGR
from the TRUFFLE-2 Study Group. It might therefore
be argued that the experts were ‘self-defined’. There is
discussion over who is regarded as an expert in the
Delphi process. Fink suggested that ‘An expert should
be a representative of their professional group, with
either sufficient expertise not to be disputed or the power
required to instigate the findings’12. The participants who
voted on Doppler thresholds comprised independent fetal
medicine specialists with a particular interest in FGR
and its management, attending from centers across 11
European countries.
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Final randomization thresholds chosen for the
TRUFFLE-2 RCT are UCR above 1.0 from 32 + 0
to 33 + 6 weeks and UCR above 0.8 from 34 + 0 to
36 + 6 weeks. At the end of the consensus-building pro-
cess, it was confirmed that all participants were satisfied
with the result, which not only confirms the consensus,
but also strengthens the legitimacy of the protocol for
the planned multicenter interventional trial. By involving
expert investigators in the process of defining randomiza-
tion thresholds, hence giving all ownership of the protocol,
we hope to improve recruitment and adherence to the pro-
tocol in the future randomized study. Simultaneously, it
reassures participants and those external to the study that
the choices of Doppler thresholds are based both on the
best available evidence to date and on those that expert
clinicians would be willing to use in their routine clinical
practice.
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